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ABOUT US 
Lucky Fish is the manifestation of the luxurious 
South of France feel with a Mediterranean twist. 
Right in the heart of Palm West Beach comes 
a representation of exquisite fresh tastes and 
breathtaking décor! Unique design elements are 
mixed and arranged perfectly to recreate the 
French coast experience of a seaside restau-
rant and lounge. This is what elevates the style 
of Lucky Fish, making it not just welcoming but 
also a sought-after venue for a great escapade 
and an exceptional experience of delectable 

-
gettable times.



MISSION 
Lucky Fish’s mission is to bring a 
unique seafood experience to the 
clients by highlighting the local 
marine variety of the UAE and its 
amazing quality.
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VIEW
Lucky Fish’s stunning and strategic location at West 
Palm gives an open view from the terrace to the beach. 
It is the Dubai charm that unveils in front of you. Enjoy 
a bright day at the restaurant or by the beach and be 
charmed by the magical city lights at night seeing the 
majestic skyline and night sky.
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FEEL
Lucky Fish is the only venue to be immersed in that
lavish St. Tropez & French Riviera feel right in the  
middle of Dubai. It’s a comprehensive experience 
of a unique and intriguing outdoor restaurant, ter-
race, and beach that holds the sophisticated vibe 
for a perfect time out in the Palm. The freshest lo-
cal seafood, enchanting décor, and stellar service 
will make your Lucky Fish experience incompara -
ble.
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MENU
There’s nothing more appealing than an eye-catching 
and mouth-watering seafood plate to make your Lucky 
Fish experience one to come back for more. Our sea-
food menu is the talk of the town. Why? Because the 

from the sea and chosen for their unique quality and 
taste in the UAE. By so, we are providing the tastiest 
culinary experience that complements the whole Lucky 
Fish feel. Lucky Fish’s menu offers a great gastronomi -
cal journey for your special occasions. Our unique char-

selection caught daily in the sea and served with vege -
tables. The waiter will provide the daily options.



VENUE
Referring to the coastal aesthetic of Monaco, 
Lucky Fish envisioned and created a rustic and 
luxurious design for its terrace that includes 

-
ric of flowing curtains, all in a color palette of 
whites, and soft blue pastel that merge into 
the colorful beach scene and views. The capti-
vating white furniture and golden French-style 
chandeliers add to the charm of the venue and 
some pop of green and floral elements recreate 
that European romantic feel. 



BEACH
Being in Dubai means being able to be at the perfect place to soak up the sun and enjoy the perfect 
sunset. Lucky Fish’s strategic location overlooks the turquoise waters, Dubai Eye “Ain Dubai”, and the 

large sofas, dining tables, and ceiling fans. Rustic straw shades cover the space, create a warm 
atmosphere and carry you from the urban area to our relaxing beach ambiance. Enjoy the vibrant 
and chill lounge music of our resident DJs be it during the day or at sunset and night, and indulge in 
succulent bites and refreshing cocktails.



DJ & LIVE MUSIC
Lucky Fish has its unique mood set by ongoing 
chill music that adds to the romantic and relax-
ing mood you would be searching for. As you 
need to escape the city noise and hustle, Lucky 
Fish provides an atmosphere of live music with 
its talented DJs. The nights at Lucky Fish are 
at a new level of entertainment as our DJs spin 
party tunes to keep the upbeat mood you seek 
with your friends and for your gatherings



SUNSET 
EXPERIENCE
Lucky Fish is characterized by its breathtaking 
sunset view. Be immersed in warm colors of 
orange and red while the Dubai sun sets and 
creates the most stunning of views every day. 
Complement your experience with an exquisite 
seafood dish and our signature cocktail mixes 
and have the dreamiest of experiences while 
enjoying the best sunset in Palm Dubai.
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